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Letter from the Editor
Dear readers,
It’s hard to believe we’re already at midsummer
and nearly halfway through this year! I hope many
more of you have been able to explore nature or
interact with your community than the last time I
was penning this letter. How will you be celebrating
midsummer? In my house we’ll be doing a mixture
of indoor and outdoor activities. I’m excited to
have a go at making some moon bunting (page 6)
and baking up some of Rachel Patterson’s sunshine
treats (page 10).
As well as crafts and recipes, this summer to autumn issue of Aether celebrates
the magic and mystery of the moon. Bard of Ely, Steve Andrews, takes us
through how to make a moon garden on page 14. The team have put together
a guide to moon phases for kids on page 56. And throughout, you’ll find books,
poetry, and more mentioning our most beloved satellite.
Our cover this issue comes from artist Kay Savage, and reminds us of the joy
and excitement we can feel as the moon is uncovered – even on a hot
summer’s night.
Massive thanks to all our contributors for this issue. Aether is a community
initiative and everyone who contributes does so voluntarily. If you want to
submit any of your own poetry, fiction, art, crafts, or reviews of family
resources, get in touch at aether@paganfederation.co.uk
Best wishes to you and your families from all of us here at the Pagan Federation
Children and Families team.

Sláinte (health), Mabh Savage, Aether Editor

Image shows Mabh, Nathan (11) and Ember (3), shared with permission.
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Letter from the Families Manager
It all seems a little wibbly wobbly timey
wimey; on the one hand I feel like I’ve
blinked because how is it six months already
since I was last writing one of these intros for
Aether?! On the other hand it seems a long
time since we were releasing the last Winter
Solstice issue. The wheel definitely has
continued to turn though, the sun is much
warmer (when it appears here in Yorkshire,
ha ha), the allotment is full of activity, from
the plants and insects to myself and my little
dilophosaurus. We’ve been enjoying more
local nature walks, identifying flowers as they
come and go. We’ve been eating the first of
our home-grown produce (namely spinach
and radishes) as well as a few foraged
goodies. Dandelion shortbread was a big
favourite here.
Over the last six months the children and families team have been building on what
we already started. The A-Z of Families Deities blogs are accumulating, as are the
other blogs we’ve been releasing. We’ve continued with content on our Facebook
group for families to join in with, such as Kids Korner on a Friday, Poetic Wednesday
and Patchwork Tuesday. Hopefully new content will be coming soon too. We’ve been
working on more Pagan kids guides, the next of which is in this issue, and more Aether
Patches! Keep reading to find out what patches are coming up next.
The natural world is moving toward summer which always brings people out and
about, especially now the restrictions are beginning to ease. This past year and a bit
we have focused our energy on our online community but it’s time to start looking
within our local communities. If you are interested in becoming part of the Children
and Families Team as a liaison in one of the Pagan Federation districts to help us with
this then please check our vacancies (and role descriptions) on the website
www.pfcommunity.org.uk/children-and-families-team-vacancies

We are also looking for a new social media officer as it is currently being looked
after by my deputy Lyn, who is doing a grand job for us, but she would like
someone else to take it on. Again, the role description for that and how to apply
is on the website.
That’s all from me for now, until the next time
Krys
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Making Moon Phase Bunting
Bring the phases of the moon right into your own home! Craft this
easy-to-make bunting by using our printable template.

Print out the template on the opposite page so you have one for each
phase of the moon. Use the guide lines to write what moon phase it is
and then colour in the blank moon to match that phase. When you’ve
done, cut them out and hang them up in order. Either fold at the
dotted line to create a tube to thread string or ribbon through, or use a
hole punch to make holes to thread the string through.
You could also write in what each phase of the moon means to you, if
you so wished. Take a look at our Moon Phases for Kids section later in
the magazine for some ideas, or use your own path, instinct, or
experience.

The most commonly recognised phases of the moon are:
•

New Moon

•

Waxing Crescent

•

First Quarter

•

Waxing Gibbous

•

Full Moon

•

Waning Gibbous

•

Third Quarter

•

Waning Crescent

•

Dark Moon
6
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What Nature Teaches Us: Butterflies
Butterflies have lived on Earth
for millions of years. We know
this because fossils of
butterflies have been found
dating back to 56 million
years ago!!! Wow, that is a
really long time ago.
They live all over the world
except Antarctica and are
found in many different
habitats including salt
marshes, forests, wetlands,
grasslands, mountain zones
and even in the desert.
There are four main stages to
a butterfly’s life starting with
egg, then caterpillar, chrysalis
and then lastly changing into
a butterfly.
There are about 18500
different species of butterfly.
Most of them are diurnal
which means they stay awake
in the day and sleep at night.
They come in lots of colours
and patterns and this is for a
good reason. The bright
colours are to warn other
animals that they might be
poisonous to eat, and the
patterns are helpful for hiding
by blending in with their
surroundings through
camouflage.
It is very clever!
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So, what can the butterfly teach us?

The butterfly lives in lots of
different habitats and even
becomes part of its surroundings,
teaching us to be adaptable to
ours. This is helpful because it is
good to be comfortable wherever
you live. You can do this by
joining in with things you enjoy
and getting immersed in your
surroundings.

All butterflies are beautiful whether
bright, patterned, plain or neutrally
coloured. Just like people, each individual
is wonderful and unique.
Don’t be in a rush to grow up. Life is a
series of stages. Enjoy each one. To
become the butterfly the caterpillar must
wait and so must you.
Article written by Hannah Semple of the
Pagan Federation Children and Families
Team
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Chocolate and Sunshine Treats
With Rachel Patterson
Rachel Patterson is High Priestess of the Kitchen Witch Coven and an
Elder at the online Kitchen Witch School of Natural Witchcraft.
A regular columnist with Fate & Fortune magazine, she also
contributes articles to several magazines such as Pagan Dawn, The
Magical Times and Witchcraft & Wicca.
You can find more at Moon Books, Witches & Pagans, and her own
personal blogs.
Make the most of the sunshine and get outside! But first before you
do, pop into the kitchen and whip up some quick sweet treats to take
with you on your expeditions. Or just to have whilst you are sitting in
your garden watching the birds.

Chocolate Traybake
This is easy peasy and ever so delicious.
50g/1.8 oz cocoa powder
6 tablespoons boiling water
100g/3.5 oz butter, softened
275g/9.7 oz sugar
3 eggs
125ml/4 fl oz milk
175g/6.1 oz self raising flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
For the icing
110g/4 oz dark chocolate
1 tablespoon golden syrup (or light corn syrup)
25g/1 oz butter
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Preheat your oven to 350F/180C/Gas 4.
Mix the cocoa with the boiling water
until smooth. Whisk in the butter.
Then add the rest of the cake
ingredients and mix until combined.
Line a 12 x 9" baking tin with baking
parchment.
Pour the batter into the prepared tin
and bake in the oven for 20-35
minutes.
Leave to cool.
To make the icing melt the chocolate in a bowl over a pan of simmering
water or in the microwave. Then add the butter and syrup and mix to
combine.
Leave to cool, stir it occasionally. Once it is a thick enough consistency to
spread, spread it over your cake. It gets thicker as it cools. If it sets too
hard just warm it again to soften.
Decorate with sprinkles if you wish.
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Sunshine Cookies
I wanted a cookie that looked sunny and tasted of happiness. I think this one
does the job.
Soft melt in the mouth orange scrumminess with sweet orange icing and of
course…sprinkles.
85g/3 oz butter, softened
110g/3.9 oz sugar
1 egg (room temperature)
80ml/2.7 fl oz orange juice (fresh
from a carton)
1 tablespoon orange zest
225g/8 oz plain/all purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
Pinch salt
1 teaspoon vanilla extract

or

Icing:
75g/2.6 oz icing sugar
1 tablespoon orange juice
Drop of orange food colouring
Preheat your oven to 350F/180C/Gas 4.
Line a large baking sheet with baking parchment.
Cream together the butter and sugar until well combined, this is easier to do
with an electric mixer.
Add in the egg, whisk until combined.
Don’t worry if it looks like it has curdled, it probably means your egg was too
cold, but it won’t affect the end result.
Next mix in the orange juice, zest and vanilla extract.
In a separate bowl mix together the flour, baking powder and salt. Now add
the wet ingredients to the dry ingredients and mix until combined.
Drop heaped tablespoons of the mixture onto the prepared baking sheet.
Leave space between them as the cookies will spread.
You should have about 14-16 cookies.
Bake in the oven for 10-12 minutes.
Allow to cool before icing.
To make the icing mix the icing sugar with the orange juice, add a little at a
time, stirring until you get the right consistency (you may not need all the juice).
Mix in a drop of food colouring if you would like.
Spoon the icing onto each cookie and add sprinkles.
12
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Create a Moon Garden

Did you know that the ancient herbalists had a system in which they assigned
herbs to planetary rulers, and the Moon and Sun were included in these rulers?
Well, they did, and this means we can create very interesting herb gardens
bearing this in mind. For example, we could have a garden in which all the
plants are herbs of the Moon.
The herbalists, such as Nicholas Culpeper, decided which herbs were ruled by
specific planets, according to the characteristics the plants displayed, and those
characteristics that were also linked with a specific planet. The Moon is known
to control the tides, and so a link with water would fit with a herb of the
Moon, a herb, such as the Water Lily. This beautiful plant has round leaves
too, which could make us think of a Full Moon.
An ornamental garden pond would be ideal for a
garden devoted to herbs of the Moon. In such a pond
you could grow water lilies, and garden ponds make a
wonderful contribution to helping wildlife as well. Frogs,
toads, newts, dragonflies, water beetles, and many
other aquatic creatures may well turn up and use your
pool as their home.
14

The Willow is a tree regarded as a herb of the Moon, and a Weeping Willow is
an attractive tree you could consider planting alongside your pond.

Elsewhere in the garden a Jasmine could be grown that would add its perfume
to your garden, as well as the
beauty of its white flowers and
delicate foliage. Because this
shrub tends to give off its scent
strongly at night, it gives it
an association with the Moon.
The colour white, too, is close
enough to silvery moonlight for
herbs with white flowers or sap to
be assigned under the lunar
dominion.
The Lettuce plant is a herb of the Moon, and you could either grow edible
Lettuces that are good in salad, or be a bit more adventurous and grow one of
the tall Wild Lettuce plants. If you break the stem or a leaf-stalk of Lettuce it
bleeds a white milky juice, and that was enough to gain it a place in the herbs
of the Moon.
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The Florentine Iris or Orris is an
attractive plant to grow in your Moon
Garden. Its white flowers link it with
the Moon, although other types of iris,
and the unrelated but similar to an iris
looking Sweet Flag or Calamus, are
also ruled by the Moon. Sweet Flag will
grow well in your pond and it has a
very pleasant aroma if the leaves or
roots are bruised.
Yellow Flag Irises are water plants too.
They look very beautiful but can be
invasive, so may need to be kept in
check or your pond will be filled with
the plant.
Mugwort (pictured) is a medicinal herb
that is closely related to Wormwood. It
is regarded as a herb of the Moon, not
because it has white flowers or sap,
and not because it grows in or by the
water, but because its leaves have a silvery colour to the undersides. In the
Macrobiotic diet, which is based on the Yin and Yang characteristics of foods, the
Mugwort is considered a very Yang herb. It can be used to make Mugwort Tea.
I hope in this article I have given you some ideas for creating a herb garden with
a difference. You can find out a lot more about herbs ruled by other planets in
my book Pagan Portals: Herbs of the Sun, Moon and Planets, published, rather
aptly, by Moon Books.
Steve Andrews
Steve Andrews was born in Cardiff, Wales but is
now based in Portugal, after living in Tenerife for
nine years. He is known as the Bard of Ely, a name
dubbed by Big Issue Cymru back in the late '90s,
when he was a columnist for the publication, and it
refers not only to where he had been living but also
to his work as a singer-songwriter, performer and
poet.
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Reviews from the Community
I’m delighted to say we’ve got some great book reviews for you this issue,
reviewed by members of the community just like you.
With that in mind, we would love to hear from you about the Pagan
products and services you interact with. Please send us family-appropriate
reviews for things like:










Celebrants or other Pagan officials
Organisations
Websites
Books, magazines, or ezines
Groups
Moots
Spiritual or Pagan gatherings
Festivals
Music

And anything else you can think of! This is your magazine, and we’d love to
share the things that you enjoy with the community. Send any reviews to
aether@paganfederation.co.uk.

With thanks from all the team!
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Guided Visualizations: Pathways into Wisdom and Witchcraft
A book by Lucya Starza
Published via Moon Books
This book is an uplifting collection of
guided visualisations allowing the
reader to take time out within their
own mind. The author takes us on
adventures within our own
imagination, interacting with nature
in the form of trees, seeds, animals and
crystals across all seasons of the year
and travelling through various natural
landscapes including moonlit walks.
We make connection with the
elements of earth, air, fire and water
and artistic depictions of ancient
deities.
From the caverns of our own minds we
are led to hidden treasure in the form
of nuggets of wisdom to bring back to
and enrich our everyday lives. We are encouraged to take time to ask
our non-conscious mind for guidance and answers to questions that may
be troubling us by tapping into the inner resources we all possess.
This part of our mind is often considered to be the seat of our creativity,
inspiration and intuition which can provide new ideas for hope and
reassurance. I found the book to be a treasure trove of visualisation
journeys into the mind, a technique we sometimes use in mindfulness
meditative practice. Being familiar with the ‘imaginal’ world of the
mind and its ability to impart wisdom and creativity, I was delighted by
this comprehensively rich coverage.

Continues on next page...
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Lucya very carefully differentiates between the meditation part of mindfulness practice, pathworking , journeying and personal working with their
connection to hypnosis. She further distinguishes between guided and creative
visualisation recognising the power of the latter to open up creative thoughts,
which I am sure many will agree are needed in our world today.
In following each visualisation, we maintain control of our own journey with
choices offered at key points and emphasis from the outset on returning to a
safe place if so desired. Guidance is given throughout the book for physical
and mental safety.
The reader is finally encouraged to creatively write their own guided
visualisations with detailed guidance given on how this might be done and
explanation of the possible and usual component parts.
Subtitled ‘pathways into wisdom and witchcraft‘, this book will be accessible
and of benefit to those of all faiths and none. It is a delightful way to explore
the overlap between religious contemplative practices, ancient wisdom and
modern scientific discoveries about the mind. Those visualisations that were
created for trainee witches also offer to the Western European, British or Irish
reader an opportunity to reconnect with both nature and our ancient
ancestral cultural roots.

Review kindly submitted by Caitriona Horan, Life Coach and Mindfulness
teacher. www.behappiest.co.uk
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Pagan Bushcraft by S.P.H. Young
Sean is an engaging and informative author who never fails to entertain and
this small but incredibly interesting book from him is no different to anything
else he’s written.
His work here invites you to get outside and really engage with nature
through Pagan practices. With chapters from cutting tools in ritual and
religion to traditional folk customs, this superb little book manages to bring
forward appreciation and connection with not only the nature around us but
also with our own nature and the very human need to create.
I really enjoyed the little
projects that are at the end of
each chapter. All really easy
for anyone to have a go at
with lots of guidance and
information on how to
successfully achieve them. I’m
hard pushed to pick my
favourite because they were
all great fun and useful to my
own practice.

I also liked the tips on the safe
use of blades and knives
throughout the book when you’re completing the projects as well as the
appendix on knife skills which goes into much more detail.
All in all, a super useful and enjoyable book that I would highly recommend
to anyone looking to make crafting with natural materials a part of their
Pagan practice.

Keep going for more reviews...
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Review of Katy Hunter and the Magic Star by Moira Hodgkinson
Moira is a superb author and I
was not disappointed when I
picked up this delightful little
tale of magic. It might well have
been written for children and
young people but I couldn’t put
it down!
Katy Hunter is an inquisitive
young person intent on
exploring her world and figuring
out what’s going on around her.
What is going on around her
though? Strange happenings
lead her to play detective as any
awesome nearly teen would and
has a blast exploring her new
home while she’s at it.
I thoroughly enjoyed Katy’s story
and would recommend it to any
young person. Moira brought
Katy and her family to life right there on the page and I (my inner child
especially!) really hope there’s more instalments to come in the future.

Reviews kindly submitted by Sarah Kerr, president of the Pagan Federation
U.K. and part of Witch Path Forward, a website and collection of resources
for both beginners and more experienced practitioners of witchcraft.
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Full Moon Lore by Ellen Wali and illustrated by Ashley Stewart
(2017)

This is a beautifully illustrated introduction to the full moons of the northern
hemisphere each month and the reason why it is given that name. Each moon
has a simple paragraph painting a picture of that months moon, for example
the cold barren winter landscape with wolves searching for food, howling
under the full moon light for January's wolf moon. This book uses the moon
names of wolf, snow, sap, pink, flower, strawberry, buck, sturgeon, harvest,
hunter's, beaver, cold and blue. Obviously there are many other moon names
depending on place and culture, and this book does occasionally make note
of this.
Definitely an excellent book for introducing little ones to the moon, and if you
are following the moons together and doing projects for each one, then this
compliments that nicely.
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Taking Baby to the Temple
By Mabh Savage
I got married in the early summer of 2019, and we managed to scrabble
enough pennies together to go to the Greek island of Rhodes.
Rhodes is a fascinating place. It’s one of those islands that’s close enough
to Turkey to have an immense Asian influence in the flora and fauna,
and there is so much crossover in the culture too. Dance, music and even
the food carry influences of both Asia Minor and the Mediterranean. On
the first day my husband was attacked (not really) by a praying mantis,
and I had a fire ant run right past my foot.
With this in mind, you might think this was a crazy place to take a
one-year-old, especially in the middle of summer. I guess you have to
think about it like this: Rhodes is full of people and they have lots of
babies! Yes, it was hot. Yes, there were some biting insects. But the
benefits of being able to wander this wonderful isle with our youngest in
tow far outweighed the risks. Plus, the people of Rhodes were so
welcoming and treated our little one like royalty wherever we went. It
was wonderful.
We stayed in Theologos, a
small village with a very
rural feel, full of orange
orchards and olive groves.
The cicadas were deafening
every day from sunrise to
sunset, and at night the
crickets took over.
I don’t think I’ve ever been
anywhere quite so alive, and
quite so keen on reminding me that the term “dominant species” is
worthless in a place where the arthropod population outnumbered the
mammalian about a billion to one.
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One of the reasons I had been so delighted to find lodgings in this
particular village was that there was a temple to Apollo a few minutes’
walk away. I hadn’t expected to find more than barely visible buried
foundations when we went to explore. I was delighted to discover that
the complex stretched so far that the road ran between two fascinating
excavation sites. One held the actual temple itself, complete with sections
of pillar, and the other held buildings where visitors would have been fed
and watered, and even a small amphitheatre.

Taking our one-year old here was fine. We had a combination of
pushchair, sling and good shoes, and kept our eyes peeled for dangers (of
which there were very few). The ground was uneven, and of course, we
had to make sure she didn’t try to run off with bits of the temple
structure!

Continues on next page...
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Here are my top tips for taking a small child to an archaeological site:






If possible, check out the ground beforehand. Is it flat? Uneven? Are
there steps? Can you take a pushchair? We took the pushchair and a
sling that she could get in and out of easily, plus shoes that were both
cool and sturdy so she could have a wander around without getting
sweaty feet. If you can’t find good pictures online, go on travellers’
forums. People travel with their kids all the time and someone is
bound to have visited where you want to go with a tiny one in tow.
If you visit a hot place, like we did, don’t forget the basics: water, a
hat with a brim or peak, loose
or breathable clothing,
breathable shoes and snacks.
Kids might not feel like eating
in the heat but it’s so important
to keep their blood sugar levels
up, so they don’t feel fatigued.
Take treats that you know
they’ll eat. With ours, that was
carrot-flavoured crisps- no
accounting for taste!
Keep your eyes open and take
it in turns to be a “look out”.
I’m not advocating paranoia,
simple common sense. If there’s
a massive hornet wandering on
a leaf, maybe don’t let your little one go up and grab it. Keep them
away from cacti or thorny plants, and be aware of plants like poison
ivy, depending where in the world you’re travelling. Keeping your
eyes on your surroundings can lead to wonderful surprises too. We
were in the holy Nymphaea Cave Sanctuary near the acropolis when
a flash of movement revealed a beautiful, shimmering turquoise
lizard.
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If it’s safe, let your child wander or walk holding your hand. Always
be aware of where they are as all archaeological sites can be uneven
and have unexpected dips and holes. Allowing them to experience
the site at their own level, rather than lifted up to yours, will create
their own magical experiences. They might even spot something you
missed!
Be prepared that they might get bored. We were very lucky that
ours seemed either thrilled, sleepy or hungry, and those are all easy to
deal with. We knew that if we had taken our older children, they
would have been devastatingly bored at many points in our historical
and spiritual exploration of Rhodes. Take something to entertain
them. A favourite toy, a book, a rattle; even a screen! Plenty of times
we had to deploy “The Tablet” to keep our youngest appeased,
although thankfully never whilst out and about in the temples.

Walking into the temple of Apollo,
the Greek sun god and deity of
archery, music and prophecy
amongst many other complex
aspects, was a goose bump raising
experience. It was the day before
Lughnasadh, the celebration of my
own god sometimes associated with
the sun, but I felt very firmly that I
was on someone else’s turf now, and
the urge to show respect and adoration was overwhelming.
I could visualise the worshippers and celebrants of centuries before, and the
fact that the original shape of the temple was still more or less visible only
made those visions more vivid. It was an experience I wouldn’t have missed for
the world, and while I don’t expect my little one to have shared in that deeply
personal spiritual aspect of our journey, it was wonderful to be able to take
her with us and for her to discover her own special kind of magic from the
experience too.

Follow author Mabh Savage at www.mabhsavage.com
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Seasonal Colouring
Indulge your artistic side with these printable colouring sheets! Many
thanks to Andrea Cavorta Grünbaum for a beautiful mandala, Hannah
Semple for a moon and stars plus cute animals suitable for all ages,
and we’ve got moon phases and a busy bee from Sarah Kerr. Simply
right click the images and select print, and enter the numbers of the

pages you want to print, which are visible in the bottom right corner of
each page.
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News: Aether Patches

It's been fantastic seeing the responses to (and creations for) the patches
so far. We have three new quests for you and your little ones over the
next six months. Our Lammas patch should be available now, a moon
patch will be available in the autumn and then the Yule patch at the
end of the year.
Our Lammas patch is full of activities and ideas to learn more about and
celebrate Lammas or Lughnasadh together as a family. Same for the
Yule/Winter Solstice patch. The moon patch has activities and ideas to
help understand the phases of the moon, their correspondences and lore.
Don't forget our Samhain patch is already available too.
32

All our quest packs are free to
download from the website
www.pfcommunity.org.uk/aetherpatches. There are free certificates too.
Just complete the challenges (there are
a different number to complete
depending what gem level you are
doing) to earn the patch. Patches are
available to purchase from our store
www.pfcommunity.org.uk/store

Please share your patchwork with us, on our Facebook group and
here in Aether.

Send your Aether submissions to aether@paganfederation.co.uk
and let us know the name and age of the person completing the
quest and we’ll give them a shout out in the next issue!
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Is your child a budding poet? Get them to submit their
creations to the below email address.
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Poetry: Young Voices
We’re still delighted to be compiling poems from children in the
Pagan community, with the aim of eventually publishing a whole
volume of poetry from young pagan voices. The Pagan Federation
already published a volume of poetry from adults, so we thought it
was time to give the kids a voice! As well as our regular Poetic
Wednesday on our Facebook group, we’ve been encouraging
families to get in touch with their young people’s poetic offerings.
Here are some of the poems we’ve already received, shared with
kind permission.
Send poems to
ne-disabilities@paganfederation.co.uk
The only proviso is that the author is under 18, and that the poems
match one of our topics of Moon and Stars, Animals, Weather,
Woodland, or Myth and Magic. We can’t wait to read them!
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Tom kindly included this gorgeous piece of colouring.
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Community Poems—These poems are created in our Facebook group
each Wednesday.

Magic by Tom, Savannah, Scott, Tiffany, and James
My moon in the sky, a lantern at night
Melting snow, a bumble bee’s flight
Bubble pop
Little blackbird sitting in our bush

Earth by Raven and Tom
We all live on the Earth
I like Earth.
With crocuses coming
Up from the turf.
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We’re really grateful to our community contributors for not one, not two, but
three stories suitable for a variety of reading abilities this issue. Hannah
Semple continues our Moon theme with Squirrel and the Moon, exploring the
moon’s disappearance and reappearance in the sky. Dan Coultas tells the
Story of how Asgard got its Wall. And finally, for our older readers, regular
contributor S.D. Stevens brings us A Flaming Surprise from the Tales of
Alhanassa, an exclusive tale just for Aether. Thank you!
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Squirrel and the Moon
By Hannah Semple
One clear night squirrel looked up
at the sky.
He saw how brightly the stars
shone in the darkness.
“But where is the moon?” he
thought to himself. “I’ve never
noticed her not being there before!”
“There are no clouds for the moon
to hide behind, so where has she
gone?”
Squirrel scampered off to find owl in his tree. Owl was wise and knew lots of
things.

“Owl where is the moon?” Squirrel asked, “Has she gone away?”
“No,” Owl answered “She’s just dancing in the shade tonight.”
“But why?” asked Squirrel
“Well,” said Owl “The moon has a special dance that she does. She dances the
same dance roughly every four weeks and sometimes it means she is dancing in
the shade.”
“Like tonight.” Said Squirrel.
“Yes, like tonight,” answered Owl,
“Watch the night sky for four weeks
and you will see her full dance, start
from now as she is just starting a
new dance.”
So for the next four weeks Squirrel
watched the moon. Sometimes she
danced in the full light, sometimes a
little in the shade and sometimes a
lot in the shade.
But no matter what night it was she
always looked beautiful.
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The Story of how Asgard Got its Wall
adapted by Dan Coultas, illustrated by Matt Greenway
It was the first day of winter and all the Gods and Goddesses
decided that Asgard, their home, needed a wall to protect it
from the giants but they didn’t know anyone that could build one
that would be big and strong enough.
The next day, somebody new arrived at Asgard. A builder, with a
big horse called Svadilfari. The builder said that he could build
the wall in three seasons. But as payment, he asked for the sun,
the moon and for the Goddess
Freyja to be his wife.
“Go and wait outside” said Odin, and
the man went to wait outside so the
Gods could decide what to do.
“He is asking for too much” said Thor
“We should send him away, and
maybe I should use my hammer to
make sure he stays away!”
“I don’t want to marry him,” said
Freyja. “So I think it is a very bad
idea.”
“You won’t have to!” Said Loki.
“What do you mean?” Asked the Gods and Goddesses, who were a
bit confused.
“There is no way he can finish the wall in time but, just in case,
we should tell him we won’t give him three seasons to build the
wall, we will just give
him one,” said Loki.
Svadilfari is
pronounced
“Sva-dill-far
-ee”.
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“If he hasn’t finished the wall by the first day of spring, we will
chase him away and pay him nothing.”
The Gods and Goddesses thought that Loki was very clever and
agreed to the plan. They told the builder and he agreed too, as long
as his horse could help him to move the stones that he would need
to build the wall. So, the builder started to build the wall. Each day
he would go away to the mountains to get the stones and his horse
would help him to bring the stones back to Asgard. He would spend
the night building the wall and then set off again the next day for
more stones.
The wall got bigger and bigger, and stronger and stronger, and the
Gods started to worry that the builder might finish it in time and
they would have to give him the sun and the moon and Freyja would
have to be his wife.
The last day of winter
came and the wall was
nearly finished. All the
other Gods were very
angry with Loki for
making them agree to
the plan.
“I don’t want to marry
that builder!” Said a very
angry Freyja.

“And what about the sun
and the moon?” Asked Idunna. “We can’t afford to lose those!”
“Don’t worry,” said Loki. “If we can stop his horse from helping him,
he won’t be able to finish the wall in time and we won’t have to pay
him.”
“How can we do that?” Asked Odin.
“Don’t worry,” said Loki. “I think I know a way”.
Loki had magical powers which meant he could change shape into
anything he wanted. He turned himself into a mare, the prettiest
mare that anyone had ever seen.
Continues on next page...
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When Svadilfari the horse saw Loki as a mare, he fell in love.
Loki ran away and Svadilfari followed. The builder called him back
but he was in love with Loki the mare and nothing the builder could
do would bring him back. The builder had to go to the mountain by
himself but without his horse he
A mare is a
could only bring back one
female horse
stone. One stone was not
enough to finish the wall and as
the next day was the first day of
spring, he didn’t finish the wall in time.

So, the Gods had a wall
that they could finish
off themselves and the
builder had to leave
without the sun, the
moon or with Freyja as
his wife. Loki’s plan had
worked.
But where was Loki?
Nobody had seen him
since he ran off with Svadilfari. Svadilfari had loved Loki the mare
very much and after one year away, Loki came back.
But he was not alone. He had a little foal following him. Not a
normal foal either.
This foal had 8 legs and would
grow up to be the biggest and
fastest horse in all the worlds.
His name was Sleipnir and he
would be Odin’s very own horse.
A foal is a
baby horse.

This story is re-printed with permission from the author and illustrator. Originally from ‘Walking with
the Gods: A Heathen Activity Book’ which is available now on Amazon.
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A Flaming Surprise
From the Tales of Alhanassa.
Exclusively Written for Aether
©S. D Stevens
Stormy rain clouds filled the sky, and a cool breeze filtered through the palace as
Ambha headed for The Stalls. She took a seat and waited in the empty room. Dawn had
informed her that someone special would be her tutor for the day. She fidgeted with her
tunic and huffed; she didn’t like waiting.
The door opened and to her surprise. Princess Kohinora entered. Ambha quickly rose
and curtsied. A chuckle had her looking up. Another woman had entered. She’d met her
before; the brunette was the princess’s close friend Dinora.
“So, it’s just us today?” Dinora handed her a folded parchment.
Ambha nodded. Before placing it in her bag she sent Dinora a quizzical look.
“It’s a map. You may want to mark the flame points we make today.”
Ambha nodded.
“Don’t you speak?”
“Yes… I do. Thank you.”
“Dinora, top teasing her.” The princess smiled. She felt her own cheeks heat in
embarrassment. Taking her by the hands Princess Kohinora faced her, “how good are
you at following magic?”
“I don’t know?” She bit her lip.
“The best way of learning flame points is to follow someone’s magic.”
“I used to play magical hide and seek with Mar.”
“Oh good, then you know the basics. We’ll do short distances first then work up.”
Kohinora nodded at Dinora.
“Follow me.” Dinora disappeared into a flame leaving a black spot in Ambha’s vision.
“Can you sense Dinora’s magic?”
Ambha closed her eyes and concentrated on the faint signature, “yes, I think so.”
“Collect your energy and follow. I’ll follow you just in case you get it wrong.”
As requested, Ambha thought hard on the magic tingling along her body and intoned
the incantation. “Ostar Moon, Lithna Moon, Imbhane Moon, move me hence.” On
opening her eyes, both Dinora and Kohinora stood smiling at her. She looked around the
unfamiliar location.
The darkened hall was large and reminded her of the town hall back home. It felt a
little spooky. The small windows gave little light and the sound of rain pattered on the
roof. Ambha shivered and pulled her cloak tightly around her.
“Let’s mark this on your map.” Dinora suggested.
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On the next flame, Ambha failed to follow Dinora and appeared in the middle of a
wet, cornfield. Kohinora was close behind, her bright flame cut through the gloom, giving her hope that she won’t get lost. Without saying a word Kohinora placed her hands
over Ambha’s. A warmth spread through her as the princess gave her magic a boost.
As the sun set behind the clouds Ambha stood in The Stall of Sea’enna Citadel. Several
messengers, dressed in purple cloaks stood staring at them.
“Princess Kohinora?” A tall, blond girl asked. The princess’s nod brought gasps and
curtsies from those present.
“We didn’t know you were coming.”
“We’re here to introduce the new Royal Messenger, Ambha.” Kohinora stood to the
side so Ambha was facing the other girls. Some nodded, others smiled. She tried to smile
but being the centre of attention always unnerved her.
“This way Ambha.” Dinora took her arm and lead her from the room, following
Kohinora.
Outside thunder rumbled and crashed. Ambha wanted to hide under a nearby table
but forced herself to keep walking. The corridors were like those of the palace,
wall-mounted lanterns lit their way. The windows streamed with rain, the sound it made
as it beat against the glazing almost deafening. Kohinora stopped and pushed open a
heavy door leading to a council chamber. Three Royal Guards turned and dropped to
their knee when they entered.
“Oh dear.” Dinora chuckled.
Ambha had seen them around the palace on many occasions. The women were
Phelina and Kiehra. The man was Kohinora’s uncle, Prince Adam. The three acolytes
glared at Kohinora, who appeared to find it all funny.
“Why are you here?” Kohinora asked, smiling at them.
“Why do you think, dear niece?” Adam looked like Cook when she was cross. Ambha
bit her lip hoping to stop the laughter that threatened to bubble up. “You know you’re
not supposed to leave the palace without us.”
“What possible harm could I come by flaming to our own citadels and council halls?”
She took Adam’s hand, “and besides, I’m not alone.”
“Your aunt, the Queen isn’t pleased you’ve taken off again.” Phelina pointed out
sharply.
“These lessons are important for our messengers. Ambha studies well and has learned
the flame points. Look how far we’ve come.” Kohinora put her arm around her shoulders.
Ambha’s heart swelled with pride. The princess was pleased with her progress.
“I remember your mother and grandmother,” Adam addressed her. “You’re a light
acolyte.”
“Yes, sir. But I was born as the Ostar moon waned.” Ambha kept her eyes downcast.
Adam lifted her chin with his finger. His blue eyes were as bright as the princess’s.
“My niece would not have chosen you for this training had your magic lacked in any
way. Be proud of your abilities Ambha and train hard. But please do me a favour.”
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“Anything sir.”
“The next time my niece tries to leave without her bodyguards come and let me
know.” He winked at her then turned his attention to Kohinora. “Must we go through
this again?”
“No Uncle, we’ll head back to the palace.” She folded her arms.
“Ambha, you will have to return with Dinora, The Princess and I have something to
take care of.”
“I’ll meet you in The Stalls.” Dinora vanished in her flame. Ambha followed suit and
for the first time flamed without saying the incantation out loud.

Later that night Ambha sat on her bed listening to the rain. Spending the day with
Princess Kohinora had been so much fun. Sharing the same magic as the princess was
exciting. She promised herself to learn more of the magic she practised and use it for the
good of others, just like Princess Kohinora.
~~~

S.D Stevens' stories are about the magical world of Alhanassa. A world
governed by Queens, Priestesses and Governesses. Where women rule and
magic is a part of everyday life. To find out move, visit her website:
sdstevens.com

We hope you enjoyed these stories! Which was your favourite?
Come and tell us which ones you loved and why over at our
Children and Families Facebook Group. We’d love to hear from
you!
If you’re a budding writer or established author and you’d like to
contribute towards this voluntary community magazine, we’re
always on the lookout for short fiction for children or young people.
If you’d like to contribute any fiction, poetry, or art for our
magazine, please send it to aether@paganeferation.co.uk
Thanks again to all our amazing contributors this issue!
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Aether Patches and You!
The Aether patches have gone from strength to strength over the last
year. We’ve been delighted to see so many families sharing how they’ve
been using the quests to keep them entertained and engaged over the
various lockdowns and beyond.
For those of you who are new to Aether Patches, it’s a scheme similar at
its core to the Guides or Scouts, where you complete challenges to earn
patches. Each quest pack is full of challenges suitable for a variety of ages.
Simply choose a gem level from the front of the pack, complete that
number of challenges from the across the five senses, then either download
a free certificate or purchase a physical patch from our shop.
We received kind permission from some of the families already enjoying
the scheme to include pictures and comments from their adventures with
Aether, including these two entries for our past competition that we held
to win some Aether Patches . If you ever want to share your own
experiences from doing the quests, drop us an email at
aether@paganfederation.co.uk and you can always view all the quest
packs, certificates, patches and more at
https://www.pfcommunity.org.uk/aether-patches/
From Lorna and Marja: We had so
many things we wanted to send you
but in the end, have settled for this
picture which we feel beholds all the
elements.
My daughter is 7 and currently doing
the Topaz challenges.
I have sent in a picture of her at our
favourite beach. It was taken in the
fiery glow of sunset as we bathed
crystals in an offering to the sea. She
has a profound connection to the sea
and has done since birth. The image
you see was shortly after she'd recited
her offering, which were all her own
words, to the waves and embracing
the elements as one.
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It just seemed to capture air, fire, earth and water together. I'm so
proud of her for her deep love and respect for Mother Earth and the
journey she is on. I am so happy we have discovered the Pagan
Federation. It has so much to offer and support our journey and learning
together.

Thank you Lorna and Marja and we’re so happy that you’re getting so
much out of the Aether Patch quests!
From Amii and Persephone: Here is a nature journal entry my 5 year old
daughter, Persephone, made back in October. We learnt about the foods
that are seasonal during Samhain and also some of the animals associated
with Samhain and she drew them in her nature journal.
We're planning on starting the element badges in September, as part of
our home ed curriculum.

Thank you Amii and Persephone and we hope you’re having as much fun
with the newer Quest Packs too! Start your own adventures by
downloading your free Quest Packs today.
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Moon Books is a publisher exploring
Paganism and spirituality, with
books covering a diverse range of
topics and paths. Find out more at
their website, https://
www.johnhuntpublishing.com/moon
-books/.
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Practically Pagan is a new series of books from Moon Books, designed to
give a spiritual twist to everyday things like gardening and cooking. The
series focuses on simple ways to introduce magic into your lives, and makes
you realise you may already be living a more spiritual life than you realise!
Current titles to buy or pre-order include:









Practically Pagan: An Alternative Guide to Cooking by Rachel
Patterson
Practically Pagan: An Alternative Guide to Gardening by Elen Sentier
Practically Pagan: An Alternative Guide to Health and Wellbeing by
Irisanya Moon
Practically Pagan: An Alternative Guide to Magical Living by Maria
DeBlassie
Practically Pagan: An Alternative Guide to Planet Friendly Living by
Mabh Savage

Plus a short introduction to the volumes titled Practically Pagan: An
Introduction to Alternative Guides to Living. More coming soon!
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Art by Andrea Redmond
This issue we’re honoured to share some beautiful artistic submissions by
the very talented Andera Redmond. Find more of her work at
Cailleach Moon Cottage on Facebook.
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Maid, Mother, Crone
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The Moon for Pagan Kids
The moon hangs in our sky at night as a reminder that nature
moves in cycles. If you watch the moon every night for a month
you will see it go from a tiny crescent, growing bigger (called
waxing) until it is a bright circle, or full moon. Then it starts to get
smaller again (called waning) until it seems like there is no moon at
all in the sky, this is the dark moon. As it peeps into the sky again as
a tiny crescent, this is the new moon. And the whole cycle starts
again.

These different phases of the moon have different spiritual
energies.
Because the
waxing moon is
growing bigger,
this energy is
about growth or things
you want to attract.

The full moon,
so big and
bright, is full of
energy.
This is a good time to put
those plans into action.

It is a good time to start
making plans.
As the moon wanes
and gets smaller, this is
a good time to let go of
things.

When the moon is dark
and not visible is the sky, it
is like it is hibernating. This is
a good time for us to rest
too, ready to
leap into action
when the moon
waxes again.
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Many Pagans associate the
moon with ‘triple’ deities; that
is Gods or Goddesses with 3
aspects, one for each phase
of waxing, full and waning.

The hare is often linked to the moon because if
you look at the moon when it is full you can see a
hare holding an egg.

The moon affects the tides of the ocean so is linked
to the element of water.

Nocturnal animals and night flowering plants
are usually associated with the moon.

White and silver are colours associated with the
moon.

Some metals and gemstones that correspond with the
moon include silver, moonstone, selenite,
aquamarine and clear quartz
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Harvesting Wild Herbs for all the Family
By Angela Paine PhD

Midsummer is the height of the
flowering season in Britain for wild,
healing herbs: bright, yellow
dandelions, creamy, white elder,
clivers with its tiny white flowers,
purple comfrey flowers, brilliant
blue flax, fumitory, ground ivy,
guelder rose, which flowers so
briefly that you often risk missing
it, tiny vervain flowers, St John’s
Wort and the last of the hawthorn,
which has been decorating all the
hedges so magnificently since May.
Midsummer is the ideal time to
take the children out to harvest
flowers, such as St John’s wort,
elder and fumitory, to collect
leaves, such as comfrey and
plantain, to teach them the names
of the plants and involve them in
creating oils, teas and salves, just as
the wise women used to do in
ancient times.
Comfrey tends to grow wild along canal banks and in many wild places. To
make a comfrey oil, get the children to help you collect a big pile of comfrey
leaves, take them home, wash them and pat them dry. Use a double boiler to
heat half a saucepan full of oil so that it never boils. Press the leaves into the
oil using a wooden spoon until they wilt, and continue to do this until no more
will fit into the saucepan. The leaves shrink down as they wilt in the hot oil.
This is a fun thing for older children to do. After some time strain the comfrey
through muslin, collecting the green oil. To make an ointment, add beeswax,
re-heat the oil until the beeswax has melted and stir to mix it well. Add a few
drops of lavender essential oil to prevent the ointment going mouldy and
pour into small, glass containers. Comfrey ointment will heal sprains, bruises
and speed up the healing of broken bones.
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You could use the same technique to make a plantain ointment from
broad-leaved plantain, which grows as a weed in many wild places. This is a
plant that the smaller children can harvest as it grows near the ground. Use
the ointment to speed up wound healing as it is soothing and antiseptic.
The taller children could help you to collect elder blossoms using a pair of
secateurs to cut them from the elder tree, being very careful not to bruise
them because they discolour easily. Hang the blossoms over something in an
airy, warm room, to catch the little flowers when they fall off. When they are
dry take all the flowers off the stalks and store them in a glass jar away from
the light. You could also steep the flowers in five times their own weight of
white wine for a fortnight to make an extract or soak them in concentrated
sugar solution to make a syrup. Alternatively, you could make an elder flower
ointment by infusing fresh flowers in warm oil, straining through muslin, mixing
with beeswax and leaving to cool.
Meadowsweet grows in meadows, pastures and on the edges of ponds, ditches
and canals. Take the children out to harvest it using secateurs to cut the plants
at the root. Dry them in a warm room out of the sunlight. You could even
strew the plants on the floor if you felt like walking on them to release their
heady perfume. But don’t do this if you or any of your children suffer from
hay fever. Meadowsweet is antiseptic and contains painkilling salicylates, so it
is a useful herb to treat rheumatic muscle and joint pains. Since it contains
anti-inflammatory flavonoids it is better than aspirin. Make it into a tea to
treat dyspepsia, heartburn and peptic ulcer.

There are many more herbs in my two books: The Healing Power of Celtic
Plants and Healing Plants of the Celtic Druids, together with instructions for
growing, harvesting and making them into oils, ointments, teas, tinctures, as
well as botanical drawings and detailed botanical descriptions of each plant
to enable the reader to find and identify them.

Note from the editor: Remember, never pick or eat plants unless you are
100% positive about an identification, and take medical advice before using
any medicine, natural or otherwise. Thank you Angela for this fascinating
exploration of the many herbs right on our doorstep!
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Angela Paine grew up on a hop farm in Kent.
Her botanist father taught her about plants,
taking her on walks in the nearby woods and
explaining how mosses and liverworts
reproduced, insect populations of oak trees,
how bees pollinated flowers and much more.
She ended up in Florence in 1968, washing
books after the great flood in the National
Library, later marrying, having two children
and living in an old olive press in Tuscany. On her return to Britain and
she worked as an antique dealer for several years, before embarking
on a first degree in Human Physiology, a post graduate diploma in
Pharmacology, then a PhD in medicinal plant chemistry. She went on
research trips to Africa and South America to collect plant material
used as medicine, and collaborated with scientists around the world,
publishing internationally in scientific journals. She retired to the Golden
Valley on the border with Wales, where she continued her research into
the medicinal properties of the local, native plants which were used by
the ancient Celts. Immersed in the Celtic tradition, she runs workshops
on Celtic Medicinal Plants.
You can follow Angela on Twitter.
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Pagan Puzzler
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Can you find all these edible flowers in this wordsearch?


Nasturtium



Primrose



Borage



Violet



Basil



Lavender



Marigold



Daisy



Dill



Dandelion



Rose



Clover



Chive



Hibiscus



Mint
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Pagan Puzzler
Tree Jumble
Solve the tree conundrums
AKO
WOWLIL
SHA
THOWRAHN
PELAM
BRICHRESIVL
EBECH
WYE
BRACEPPAL
LEM

Riddle Me This….
This is an easy riddle
I think that you’ll agree
This thing has leaves, a trunk and twigs
Which means that it’s a _ _ _ _
Born with Planet Earth,
Destined to die with the world
Yet I’m never, ever five weeks old… What am I?
Answers in the back of the magazine.. No cheating!
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The Irish Goddess of Summer
By Frances Billinghurst
Within many Pagan traditions the sun is considered to be masculine while the
moon and earth is feminine. It is through the heat of the sun warming the earth
that life, buried deep within it, is brought forth as seed germinate. To the Celts,
however, and in particular the Irish, the sun was considered feminine. Their own
word for the sun, “grian” is considered to be of feminine origins, as well as being
the name of a tutelary Deity.
In County Limerick, three “fairy hills” can be found - Cnoc Greine (Knockgreany)
which is associated with Grian, as well as Cnoc Aine (Knockainy) to the south
west and Cnoc Firinn (Knockfierna) to the east. It is thought that on top of Cnoc
Grian a temple once stood that was built in honour of the sun. Aine was
considered to be a local Goddess, who is associated with fertility, wealth and
sovereignty, as well as the Summer Solstice. As recently as 1879, fires were lit in
her honour on Cnoc Aine in order to gain her blessing for the land. In County
Limerick, Aine is considered to be the Queen of the fairies, who were also
associated with Mid Summer.
Grian is considered to represent the “lesser sun”, that of the dark half of the year
(winter) whereas Aine is connected with the “greater sun” and the bright half of
the year (summer).
The third hill, Cnoc Firinne (meaning “Hill of Truth”) appears to be associated
with the Irish harvest festival known as Lughnasadh and some consider it to be
an opening to the Otherworld, the realm of the faeries, being the residence of
the Faery King, Donn.
While there do not appear to be many myths associated with Áine, within the
Irish hero myths contained in the Fenian Cycle, we come across the “Pursuit of
Diarmuid and Grainne” whereby the beautiful Gráinne (pronounced Grawn-ya)
is betrothed to the elderly leader of a band of warriors known as the Fianna,
Fionn mac Cumhaill, whose age repulses her. At the feast that is being held on
the night prior to the wedding, the young bride-to-be meets Diarmuid Ua
Duidhne, a lieutenant of the Fianna, and falls in love with the younger man due
to a magical “love spot” that he has on his forehead.
After passing around a drugged cup that causes her father and Fionn to fall
asleep, Gráinne tries to convince Diarmuid to rescue her from her pending fate.
Out of his loyalty to Fionn, he first refuses, but Gráinne then places a “geis” (a
spell or taboo) on him, and the two flee from the feast.
Upon realising what has happened, Fionn pursues the young couple until
Diarmuid’s foster father, Aengus Og intercedes and allows them to settle in
County Kerry. Fionn pardons the couple, who then go on to produce some five
children.
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Many years later, Fionn (now married to Gráinne’s sister) organises a boar hunt to
which Diarmuid joins, despite the prediction that he will die by a wound received from
a boar. As predicted, Diarmuid is mortally wounded by the boar. Fionn has the ability
and knowledge to save him, by allowing Diarmuid to drink water from his hands, but he
hesitates too long; the water twice slips through his fingers and Diarmuid dies. Gráinne
mourns the loss of her husband and dies of a broken heart, swearing that one of her sons
will avenge their father’s death.
For the Summer Solstice, you might like to make a talisman designed to protect against
illness. This talisman can be made on any day of the week, however, Sunday (being the
day of the Sun) is probably more auspicious. For this, you will need:


Yellow or gold coloured paper, and



A selection of herbs such as St John's Wort, marigold flowers and eyebright that are
associated with the sun,



A small yellow or gold drawstring pouch.



Yellow candle.

You will also need to find out what symbol your sign of the zodiac is, or that of the person
for whom you wish to make the talisman for.
Begin by cutting the paper into a circle. On one side draw your birth sign and write your
name (or the sign and name of the person you are making the talisman for). On the
other side draw the astrological symbol for the sun (a dot within a small circle).
Put the talisman and herbs inside the small pouch. Pass the pouch carefully through the
flame of the candle, saying:
Beneath the bright and healing sun,
The spell's wound up, the charm is done.
Leave the pouch beside the candle until the flame has gone out. The talisman is now
ready to be kept on your person, or to be given to that special someone.
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With an interest in the occult and all things
mythical spanning over 25 years, Frances
Billinghurst is also a prolific writer with articles
and essays appearing in over 40 separate
publications, including Llewellyn’s Witch’s
Calendar, The Cauldron, Unto Herself: A

Devotional Anthology to Independent
Goddesses, A Mantle of Stars: A Devotional to
the Queen of Heaven, Naming the Goddess,
Witchcraft Today: 60 Years On and The Faeries
Queens. She is the author of Dancing the Sacred
Wheel, In Her Sacred Name: Writings on the Divine Feminine, and Encountering
the Dark Goddess: A Journey into the Shadow Realms. Her next book,
Contemporary Witchcraft: Foundational Practices for a Magical Life, due for
release in August 2021.
When she is not writing, Frances is the founder of the Temple of the Dark Moon
(Adelaide, Australia), principal healer for the Isian Centre of Metaphysics and
designs devotional beads and sources other products for her Esty store, LunaNoire
Creations.
Frances can be found on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. She can be contacted
through the Temple of the Dark Moon’s web site (www.templedarkmoon.com),
the Isian Centre of Metaphysics (https://isiancentreofmetaphysics.com.au) or her
writer’s blog (http://francesbillinghurst.blogspot.com.au).
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Last issue we introduced you to The Elemenpals by Debi Gregory.
The Elemenpals are a “family of elemental imps who are learning all about
Mother Earth and her children so that one day they can be grown up Elements and take care of the Earth. They're helped by woodland creatures,
older elements and Mother Earth as they discover, play, watch and learn
about the world around them.” (From the Witch Path Forward website,
home of The Elemenpals).
The Elemenpals: Meet the Pals! is a wonderful book for young readers,
encouraging them to find ways to connect to the Earth. Cleverly, the author
has left out descriptions of colour, gender, or ability, so there is nothing
stopping a child from relating to whichever Elemenpal they feel closest to.

Have you introduced your family to the ‘Pals yet? Here’s what readers
are saying about Meet the ‘Pals:
“Visually beautiful”
“Lovely book for both pagan and non pagan children. The story is so
sweet, and. I imagine could become a firm bedtime favourite. Any child
will enjoy colouring the pictures in. I love the tips for nurturing your child
into a love of literature at the back too. Lovely little book.”
“This is an amazing book.
I bought this for my grandchildren ... but want to hang on to it for a
while!”

“A lovely interactive book that everyone will enjoy “
Get your copy now!

https://bit.ly/2WcyxPe
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Your Poems
Midsummers Eve

By Hannah Semple
The golden sun is setting,
From now the nights draw in,
Take a moonlit walk
And you will see the fairy kin,
Dressed in all their finery,
Fireflies light the stage
Round the toadstools they’ll be dancing
Until the break of day.
It is Midsummers Eve,
There is magic in the air,
You cannot see or hear it
But you can feel it everywhere.
July Days

By Hannah Semple
July days,
Summer haze,
Blue skies,
Butterflies,
Gentle breeze,
Droning bees,
While away the hours
In fragrant flowers
On July days.
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May is Out

By Hannah Semple
Hawthorn flowers fade
And disappear,
May is out
And June is here.
~~~~~~
Moon Shield

By Mabh Savage
Full moon, warm; bright as fresh cream
In kitten eye blue sunshine dream
Summer evening, clash of light
Sol and luna; time to fight?
But Summer King, our glowing Lugh
Is heat incarnate, shining through
To burn the fragile face of moon
Who lives in daytime, in the June.
Where can she go? How shall she hide?
Star screen empty, cool and wide.
Empty no more, drifting past
A white and curious spell is cast
Across the sky, as blue is splashed
With fluffy creatures, unabashed
They cover Lugh's face, blocking out
The harshness of the fiery lout
Moon shield floating in the blue
Evening ocean; Moon sails through.
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For older readers, we’re delighted to present this poetry kindly submitted
by Jordon Ashby-Tarver
Aesir’s Bane.
Tight in grip, the burning sword,
From Muspel's gate, once kept ward,
Fire and flame, to which he is lord.
Great Surtur, the ancient flame
To engulf the nine, in fire he came
Ragnarok comes, the Aesir's bane.

Silent Oaths.
Silent oaths spoken
Whispered in the dark
Outstretched mind
Wonders the branches
Deep in Óðinn's sight
Visions swirl in the well

The Wild Hunt
Thunderous hooves gather,
Readying steels storm.
Grímnir's lip streams,
Singing boosts of glory.
Young in skies flame,
Their wild hunt begins.

The Mountains Song
Frozen peaks,
Draped in winter,
Eternal in beauty.
Tempting hearts,
Songs of mountains,
Piercing cloud halls.
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Image credits
Mabh Savage Family Image copyright Mabh Savage 2020
Moon Phase Bunting copyright Krys Holmes 2021 free to reproduce
from this source
Butterflies on Lines by _drz_ copyright free via Unsplash https://
unsplash.com/photos/CK7rdTauhDE
Butterfly and Cat by Karina Vorozheeva copyright free via
Unsplash https://unsplash.com/photos/rW-I87aPY5Y
Monarch chrysalis and adult by Suzanne D. Williams copyright free via
Unsplash https://unsplash.com/photos/VMKBFR6r_jg
Cute caterpillar on a stick by Justin Lauria copyright free via
Unsplash https://unsplash.com/photos/XtsVCzURcaE
Monarchs on flowers by Sarah Brown copyright free via
Unsplash https://unsplash.com/photos/Ra5Q6qXZYrE
Willow, jasmine, mugwort and water lily images all public domain.
Moon on the Water by Yuki Ho copyright free via Unsplash https://
unsplash.com/photos/Am7hsWO4yOI
Images of family at the Temple of Apollo Erethimios copyright Mabh
Savage 2019
Cliffs by Tiago Muraro copyright free via Unsplash https://unsplash.com/
photos/1kEHpwZdmtc
Green trees in forest by Miachal Krahn copyright free via
Unsplash https://unsplash.com/photos/eGD69I3ODC4
Snowdrops by Raluca Save copyright free via Unsplash https://
unsplash.com/photos/tVtD2TnK-zM
Moon and Stars by Aron Visuals copyright free via Unsplash https://
unsplash.com/photos/IJnLGgqk6Uc
Squirrel in the dark by Geran de Klerk copyright free via
Unsplash https://unsplash.com/photos/bKhETeDV1WM
Black and white crescent moon by Vivek Doshi copyright free via
Unsplash https://unsplash.com/photos/LMATx7VDRyY
Person holding elderflower by Peter Mason copyright free via
Unsplash https://unsplash.com/photos/HGvCRB2p7Ms
Hopeful horizons by Dawid Zawila copyright free via Unsplash https://
unsplash.com/photos/-G3rw6Y02D0

Various copyright free clipart
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Image Credits Continued...
Cover art by Kay Savage. Follow Kay online at:
http://www.kaysavagemusic.com/
https://www.facebook.com/kaysavagemusic
https://www.instagram.com/kaysavagemusic/
Image of Mabh, Nathan and Ember by Mabh, shared with permission. Poems, art, and stories
shared with the kind permissions of the authors.
Original Aether design and concept by Debi Gregory. Legacy content including glossary and
useful links by Debi Gregory.

Corrections and suggestions to aether@paganfederation.co.uk
We try to be as inclusive as possible in our magazine. All articles are written
by individuals with their own paths and beliefs, and those may be very
different to yours, and we always try to be respectful of that. If you found
anything within our magazine that was problematic or offensive, please let
us know at the above email address. After all, it’s only when we know
better, that we can do better.
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Puzzle Answers
Wordsearch Solution

Tree Jumble: Oak, Willow, Ash, Hawthorn, Maple, Silver Birch,
Beech, Yew, Crab Apple, Elm
Riddle 1: Tree
Riddle 2: The Moon
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.

If you’re unsure
which PF
district you’re
in, this handy
map by Jason
Slowe can help!

Aether Glossary
Here are some definitions and links that may be useful for those new to the
community, youths, and children.
Pantheon – A group of deities associated with a specific group.
Aether – The upper sky or breath of the divine.
Resonates – To trigger positive feelings or an emotional response.
Faith – A system of spiritual belief.
Horus – A sun god of Egyptian origin.
Juno – Roman queen of heaven.
Triglav – Slavic deity.
Magec – Deity of light.
Oracle – A divine form of communication.
Oracle cards – Cards used to communicate with the divine.
Divine – Comes from the Latin word for “godly” and is associated with
anything deemed “more than” or “super” natural.
Revelation – A profound understanding or communication.
Symbolic/symbolism – When one thing represents or stands in for
something else.
Angels – Divine messengers.
Zen – A state of meditation.
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Divination – To communicate with “other” or to interpret signs.
Sabbats – Seasonal festivals that celebrate the changing wheel of the year.
Deities – Personification of the divine.
Moot – A meeting of Pagans.
Moon phase – The cycle of the moon from waxing to waning.
Mindful – To take more conscious notice.
Hail – A form of recognising the divine or the congregation.
Sidhe (pronounced shee) – Magical creatures in Celtic and Gaelic mythology.
Often compared to fairies.
Wicca – Pagan path often associated with witchcraft.
Faerie/fae – Mythical beings associated with many beliefs systems.
Celebrant – A person who performs ceremonies such as birth blessings,
funerals and Pagan unions.
Altar – A sacred space, often displaying tools of an individual’s path.
Rite/rites – A ritual or ceremony of divine or spiritual significance.
Druid – Celtic Earth based path.
Runes – Ancient Germanic alphabet now often used in divination.
Atheist – An individual who doesn’t subscribe to conventional constructs of
spiritual beliefs.
PF – The Pagan Federation – An organisation who aims to support the Pagan
community and educate those outside the community on Pagan practices.
Meditate – To either look inward or look to the divine in an attempt to find
answers or calm.
Solstice – Points of the year when the Earth is tilting either closest too or
farthest away from the Sun, either at Summer or Winter, causing the longest
and shortest days of the year.
Equinox – Points precisely halfway between the Solstices.
Samhain – Often confused with or associated with Halloween, this is the
festival halfway between the Autumnal Equinox and Winter Solstice and is
often associated with death or new beginnings.
Ostara – Associated with the Spring Equinox.
Yule – A Northern European celebration of the Winter Solstice.
Guru – A spiritual guide or mentor.
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Doreen Valiente (pronounced valient-ey) – Often called the Mother of
Modern Witchcraft. Important figure for anyone in the Pagan community, a
pioneer of our modern practices.
Pagan/Paganism – A term for those who identify as falling under the
umbrella term for many, mostly Earth based, practices.
Tradition – A series of practices or beliefs that are handed down through
generations or practiced regularly and consistently.
Ritual – A ceremony repeated at significant times or for significant reasons.
Spell/spell work – A ritual with a specific purpose. A working of intent.
Karma – The ideology that your actions have further consequences that will
manifest.
Wyrd – Similar to fate or karma.
Havamal – An ancient text of Nordic origin.
Ancestors – The generations that came before, your deceased family.
Reincarnation – The ideology that a being can be reborn into another life
after death.
Tribe – A group of people who are connected by ancestors, beliefs or
customs.
Religious practice – The beliefs and traditions of a particular faith or
faith group.
Theology – The study of the divine and spiritual.
Occult/Occultist – Relating to magic or supernatural practices.
Denominations – Particular faith groups.
Magic – Some call this the supernatural ability to harness and control and
others call it other things. It’s best to read a lot and decide for yourself.
Magick – A word used to distinguish the magic of faith beliefs from the
stereotype of magic and magicians tricks.
Celestial – Heavenly or divine.
Relevant links Dorset Wildlife Trust - https://www.dorsetwildlifetrust.org.uk/
National trust - https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/
Pagan Federation – https://paganfed.org/
Pagan Federation Shop - https://paganfed.org/shop/paganfederation-products
Wildlife Trust - https://www.wildlifetrusts.org/
Witchy clip art credit - http://www.joellessacredgrove.com/Clipart/index.html
Pagan Aid Environmental and anti-poverty charity: https://www.paganaid.org/
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Thank you for taking the time to read this
publication, which has featured work from people all
over the Pagan community!
We at the Pagan Federation thank our contributors
and we wish you, our whole community, a very
happy and blessed summer and autumn!
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